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PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING AT 31 .. 8 MEV 

PROPORTIONAL COUNTER lViETHOD 

Bruce Cork, Lawrence Johnston, and Chaim Richman 

January 24 9 1950 

Abstract 

Differential cross section measurements for proton-proton scattering have 

been made with protons of 31.,8 Mev incident enerey 9 scattered from hydrogen at 

one atmosphere pressure., .Seven increments of angles from 15° to 51° in the 

laboratory system of coordinates have been measured simultaneously usi~g pro-

portional counters. In order that measurements could be made with very small 

currents~ axially symmetrical defining slits and counters were made to include 

large solid angleso A 90° coincidence method was also used at large angles to 

give an independent geometry and to detect the possibility of slit and contruni-

nation scattering. The ratio of the differential cross section at 30° to that 

at goo~ center of mass system 9 is observed to be compatible with a pure S wave 

of approximately 500 phase shift. 
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PROTON=PROTOU SCATTERING AT 31.8 :MEV 

lr 
PROPOR'riONAL COUHTER I~ETHOD 

Bruce Cork 9 Lawrence Johnstonp and Chaim Richman 

January 24 9 1950 

Introduction 

The scattering of protons on protons has been carried out by many investi-

(1)-(13) . . '14)-(1~) gators ~t successively higher energies 9 and the analysis' · of . 
these experiments has provided us 1ri th a phenomenological picture of the nuclear 

interaction betvveen two protons. The experiments which have been carried out so 

far which use protons of incident energy up to 14.5 Mev· can all be explained on 

the basis of pure S=wave scattering. If there are effects in this energy region 

due to the scattering of the P-wave they appear to be smalL It was very desirable 

therefore that experiments be made at higher energies to see if one could observe 

the scattering of the higher angular momentum waves. !Vi th the con1pletion of the 

Berkeley linear accelerator such an experL~ent became possible. 

The Berkeley linear accelerator(ZO) gives an external beam of well collimated 

32 Mev protons. This makes it practically an ideal machine vvi th which to do 

scattering experiments. Two independent experiments were undertaken •. · One .. ~experi-

ment 9 performed by Panofsky and Fillmor~ uses nuclear emulsions as detectors 

of the scattered protons. The second experiment which is described below uses 

proportional counters to detect the scattered protonss and a completely different 

geometry. The apparatus was designed and constructed before the linear accelerator 

., was completedo Since the magnitude of the antici'pated beam was not known it was 

desirable to construct the apparatus so that as many of the scattered protons 

would be detected as possible. 

Each proportional counter was thus constructed to intercept as large a solid 
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angle as conveniently possible, and the scattering into seven angular intervals ~-1 

was measured simultaneously. To determine the internal consistency of the data, 

tv.ro different scattering geometries were used simultaneously 9 namely 11 singles" 

and 11 90° o:>incidence." By singles is meant that a count is registered every time 

a single proton goes into a particular countero The scattering geometry for the 

singles is defined by the two coaxial cylinders and the zonal apertures of the 

individual counters as indicated by Figs. 2 and 3. 

When identical particle~ collide elastically their trajectories are at 90° 

to each other (including relativistic effects for 32 Mev incident protons the 

angle is 89.6°) in the laboratory system. Thus, a proton-proton collision can 

also be measured as a 90° coincidence by arranging the counters in the proper 

manner. The 90°.coincidence( 7 ) method is included for large angles to investi

gate the possibility of errors due to slit scattering and contamination scattering, 

to reduce the effective background counts~ and to give a geometry independent 

of the geometry of the singles counting method. The coincidence method depends 

on only the entrance apertures to the coincidence counters for the definition 

of the geometry. 

Design of Scattering Apparatus 

The complete scattering apparatus is shovm in F~g. 1. With one atmosphere 

of hydrogen in the scattering chamber a current of lo-13 amperes is sufficient to ~ 

give a good counting rate of scattered protons. The accelerator was found capable 

of accelerating more than 105 times this amount of current. The protons were made 

monoenergetic by means of an analyzing magnet~ and advantage was taken of the 

i 

large available current to further collimate the beam to +0.05 degrees by means t 

of a slit system and tube approximately 5 meters long. 

The scattering chamber is shown in Fig. 2 9 and Fig. 3 is a photograph taken 
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from the direction of the entrance .aperture to the detectors (proportional 

coUn.ter8) of the' scattered protons. The proton beam ·is.:i..ncid;nt :from the left 

and scattered from the region defined by two coaxial cylinders. In order that 

a favorable solid angle for detection of the scattered protons will result~ the 

proportional counters have been made to detect simultaneously all protons scat-

tered into various zones of a sphere. The tvvo angle-defining cylinders limit the 

source of the scattered protonsD and these plus the zonal apertures define the 

singles' scattering geometry. 

Since it is desirable to evacuate the scattering chamber a1:td the ,H·oportional 

d;oimter independently s considerable care was necessary in the mechanical design 

of the supporting structureo The main body of the chamber is constructed of a 

"irvelded cone of cold-rolled steel 3/8 in. thick and nickel plated. Sup!_)orting 

struts (see Fig. 2) were likewise made of welded cold-rolled steel in .the form 

of cones coaxial vnth the main body cone. These were spac~d at the dividing zones 

of the increments of angle by radial struts which are welded to the main center 

hub. 

The angle-defining plateD which is a section of a sphere, was carefully 

machined on a lathe~ starting with a 600 pound slab of cold-rolled steelo The 

critical dimensions of the apparatus are thus determ:.;.ned by the dimensions of 

this plate and can be easily measured. 

A photograph of the counter is given in Fig. 4. All of the windows for the 

counters were made byinserting a single 0.025 ino aluminum spinning over the 

. . 
angle=defining plate. Ring-type rubber gaskets sealed the scattering chamber 

and the counter chamber to the aluminum spinning. The counter chamber vvas made 

of a heavy alum!num spinning with conical aluminum partitions betvv:een the coun-

ters. Aluminum absorbers were placed in the small=angle counters to degrade the 

energy of the protons and increase their specific ionization. These absorbers 
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also kept slit-scattered protons of low energy from penetrating into the counters. -· 

Each counter is a torus of approximately a rectangular cross section~ and the 

collecting electrode consists of a .002 in. diameter tungsten wire supported by 

12 radial silk threads. 

The 45° counter is split azimuthally into two 180° sectors, top and bottom8 

so that goo coincidence betw·een the top and bottom halves results. Likevvise, 

the 3go and 51° counters are arrm1ged so that the top half of t~e 51° counter will 

give a goo coincidence with the bottom half of the 39° counter 9 and vice versa. 

Tvvo • 0002 in. nylon foils, rotated so that their molecules are lined up at 

goo to each other~ fonn the diaphragm separating the hydrogen system from the 

linear accelerator. Hydrogen is admitted through a palladium leak to the colli

mator (Fig. 2) and allowed to diffuse through the scattering region. Most of the 

incident protons continue on through the chamber and are collected in the charge 

integrator, which will be described later. For convenience in sending beam

monitoring infonnation back to the accelerator control desk~ an ionization chamber 

has been included as indicated. 

A mechanical shutter consisting of a cylinders coaxial with the defining 

cylinders, is operated through a Wilson seal. Background runs are made with 

this shutter moved to the forWa.rd position~ so that i.;he aperture between. the de-· 

fining cylinders is closed. 

Detection of Scattered Protons 

The signals from the proportional counters were transmitted through Kovar 

seals with Kovar guard rings to the grid of a 4-tube amplifier and cathode 

follower. The gas multiplication was approximately 100, but was changed during 

the process of determining the plateau for detecting all the scattered protons, 

and vvill be discussed in more detail later. The maximum gain of the 4-tube 
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runpl~fier was 3000~ the band~~~dth was 0.9 megacycles. The output from each 

cathode follower operated a' 5=tube channel consisting of a variable discriminator 1 

gate tube 0 and scale of 4 9 with mechru1ical register~ Signals from the 51° 0 45° 8 

and 39° discriminators were also sent to 3 coincidence units and to one unit that 

measured the number of accidental· coincidences. 

The resolving time of the singles scaling circuit is limited by the discrimi-

nator circuit. This resolving time was measured using a double-pulse signal gene-

ratorD and it was observed that two signals closer than 5 microseconds ·will be 

counted as a sine;le count. The resultant correction to our data·was·always less 

then 2 percent. 

The mechanical registers used with the scale of 4 units are known to be 

reliable for 15 impulses per second, but of course they will not register two im-

pulses during the same 300 microsecond intervaL The counting rate was sufficiently 

small that, on the average 8 the mechanical register operated only once in eight 

pulses of the linear accelerator, making negligibly small the chance of getting 

two (scaled x 4) impulses during a linear accelerator pulseo 

Measurement of Energy 

The diameters of the collimators are as follows: A 9 2.0 mm; B, 2.0 mrn, Cs 

5.0 mm; D9 10 mm; E9 12 mm. Collimators As B8 and C used in conjunction with 

the magnet allow the proton energy to be selected to +0.5 Mevo The integral of 

the magnetic field along the trajectory of the protons has been measured to 

_:,1/2 percent by a group 1V'orking 1rri.th 11r. Duane SewelL This plus the angular 

deflection of the beam is sufficient(Zl) .to define the energy of the beam" The 

energy was also measured using proportional counters coincident in depth 9 plus 

aluminum absorbers to obtain first an integral curve and then a differential ab-

sorption curve. Each of these methods gives an energy of 3L8 .:. 0. 3 Mev for the 

incident beam, corrected for energy loss in the nylon foil and hydrogen. 
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Since same ionized hydrogen molecules are accelerated to 16 Mev by the 

accelerator~ it is necessary to insert a thin foil ahead of the magnet to "strip" 

the molecule~ thus changing its charge to mass ratio so that it vnll not have the 

same H;0 as a 32 Mev protono A Oo0002 in. nylon foil mounted at collimator A. 

wa.s used to accomplish this stripping. 

Measurement of Incident Proton Flux 

The bea~-integrating equipment is shmvn physically in Figo 5 and electrically 

in Figo 6o Protons enter the high vacuum region of the collector through a 5-mil 

aluminum foil and pass through a guard cylinder into the collector cup, where they 

are stopped in lead. The guard cylinder is maintained at -200 volts ia order to 

trap secondary electrons» which are produced by the beam at the alurninum entrance 

foil and in the cup. As an added precaution against secondaries 9 small permanent 

magnets were mounted at the foil and in the cup to produce a field of about 50 

gauss at the proton path. 

The size of the beam and its orientation in the cup were determined by ex-

posing an x-ray film to the be~~P indicating that the beam was quite well defined 

vvi th a diameter of about 2 centimeters. Clearances were considered adequate to 

the walls of both the cup and the guard cylinder" 

The integrator circuit (Fig. 6) functions as follows: Protons collected in 

the cup charge the condenser c1 = .001071 microfaradsp causing a voltage V to 

appear across ito 'E."l.e charge is calculated as V times c1 o V is measured by 

manually adjusting the standard potentiometer P1 to ~a~e the cup remain at ground 

potential 9 whereupon V is read as the voltage on the potentiometer diaL The 

electrometer tube and galvanometer comprise a vacuum tube voltmeter which is used 
. 

as a null instrument to indicate when the cup is at ground potentiaL It vnll 

be seen that the potentiometer needs to be adjusted accurately only at the begin-

ning and end of a run~ it was kept in rough adjustment during a rm1, however, 

•, 

t 
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to monitor the collected charge. 

To avoid errors due to stray lead capacitance and possible sensitivity to 

air pressure it was decided to measure the integrating capacitor c
1 

in its opera

ting position in the vacuum chamber. The effective capacitance for beam integration 

is the mutual capacitance between the cup and the potentiometer lead marked A 9 and 

is independent of the capacitance of either to ground> this was measured by compar

ison v-vi th a. standard variable air condenser both at 1000 cycles and at very low 

frequency (actually do co impulses about 5 seconds long) by sui table bridges. These 

checked to· within 0.2 percent~ which was taken as the limit of short·-time soakage 

in the condensero Long-time soakage and leakage were also sho1Vl1. to be les·s than 

Ool percent for half-hour rw.1s. The calibration of the variable. condenser was 

also checked against a standard mica condenser at 1000 cycles. c
1 

i9 a. polystyrene 

insulated uni t 9 made by the Fast Compmwo A series of p-p scattering runs was 

made as a function of the potential on the guard cylinder 9 and another set as a 

function. of gas pressure in the integrator$ from which it was concluded that errors 

due to secondary electrons and gas multiplication would be negligi bl'e. The grid 

current of the electrometer tube was measured after ea.ch series of runs and a 

correction of approximately one percent was necessary. We have assigned a probable 

error of +1/2 percent to the beam measurements. Thil integrator was developed 

by Mr~ Lee Aakodt.? to whom we are indebted. 

Hydrogen Gas Supply 

Pure hydrogen gas for the scattering chamber was obtained by passing tank 

hydrogen through a. heated palladi urn thimble. This device is si::1ilar to· the one 

described in the previous paper (UCRL 481) and hence will not be discussed. Before 

entering the chamber 9 the gas passes through a coil of copper tubine; ~Trapped 

around the collimator tube 9 to insure thermal equilibri urn with the walls of the 

chambero The temperature is measured by a thermometer embedded in the flange of 
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the collimating tube during a runG All joints in the tube carrying gas from the 

palladium tube to the chamber are made without rubber gaskets s using either metal 

flared fittings or threaded joints waxed with CENCO 11Sealstix." Hydrogen enters 

the chamber in the middle of the collimator and from there flows continually out 

into the main volume of the chambero It will be seen that most of the scattering 

takes place in the interior of the collimating tube where the hydrogen is most 

pure~ this is particularly true of scattering at small angless vmere the effects 

of Coulomb scattering from contaminating gases are most likely to be encountered. 

The excess hydrogen escapes from the chamber via an oil-lock tube which regulates 

the pressure and prevents back-diffusion of air into the system. The hydrogen 

flow normally used vm.s sufficient to change the gas completely in 90 minutes; 

this s>.vept out conta.'ninating gases evolved from the chamber walls with sufficient 

speedo Tests for determining gas contrunination will be described in a later sec

tion. 

Background Evaluation 

Reduction of background counts was the greatest single difficulty encountered 

in doing this experiment, and it is felt that anyone starting to work with protons 

of this energy or above would do well to use coincidence co~~ter telescopes, and 

fast circuits. By carefully shielding against x,...rays and neutrons we were able 

to obtain data with a background of about 20 percento Of this background, about 

1/4 is x-rays and 3/4 neutrons. 

The x-rays are generated by stray electrons accelerated to a few hundred 

kilovolts betvreen the drift tubes of the linear accelerator. These were effec~ 

tively reduced by covering the scattering chamber with 3/8 in. of lead. The 

neutrons are produced wherever the beam strikes matter, with only slight depen

dence on the nuclear species. Rough experiments indicated that lead ru1d bismuth 

gave approximately 1/2 the background effect observed in carbon, copper or 
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aluminum. Hence lead was used to stop the protons wherever practicaqleo A 

typical ·c'ollirnator disc is 'shovm in -Fig. 7 ~ · M0;st of the protons tq be rejected 

by the disc strike the lead facingp while the hole itself is lined with a thin 

collar of copper to reduce scattering from the collimator edge., 

The neutron flux at the counters is greatly reduced also by arranging the 

collimating system so that all protons to be rejected are stopped at some distance 

from the counterso and several feet of concrete are interposed be~veen the counters 

and the last collimating disco Note that the main proton beam does not strike any 

solids after collimator C, until it is stopped in lead at the integrator. The 

integrator is placed 6 feet behind the counters, in order to.allow extra concrete 

shielding between them. 

Background due to cosmic rays and other accelerators in. the vicinity was 

reduced to a very small fraction of the total background by·ga.ting on the counters 

only during a pulse of the linear accelerator •. 

Since the background was largeD it had to be evaluated accurately) and un-

fortunately the background varied with time by as much as .25 percent. Thus a 

single background run would not give a goqd correction. It was necessary to . . 

break up the running time into a series of short scattering runs aJ_ ternated with 

background runs, so· that the fluctuations in backgro·.md would average out over 

the series. The only assumption necessary here is that background fluctuations 

are random with regard to whether the run is for measuring scattering or back-

ground 9 and we feel that this condition has been fulfilled. B~ckground variations 

were cau_sed by the operating conditions of the accelerator 9 :.and. hence one might 

suspect that the accelerator crew would have been more careful .in th~ir operation 

during a scatterfng r·un than during a background run., Acco~dingly 9 precautions 

Were taken to insure ·that the crew WOUld UOt find 0'\.l.t during a .SerieS 9 Which 

runs were for background. The genera.l.background level in the room was continuously 
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moni tared by an auxiliary proportional counter of geometry similar to the proton ~v 

COU11ters and located adjacent to the scattering chamber. The readings on this 

counter were used to approximately normalize each background run to the general 

background level during the preceding scattering run. By these devices we were 
/ 

able to reduce to about 1/2 percent the effect of background variation on our 

results, as judged from the internal consistency of the series of five runs listed 

in Table L 

A further item of importance is to show that the true background is being 

measured~ i.e., that closing the shutter to cut off the scattered protons from 

the counters does not appreciably change the background counts. 

The two principal avenues by which this could occur are here discussed: 

L Hydrogen-scattered protons which nonnally are cou.."lted, or which strike opaque 

zones of the steel defining plate 3 vdll instead strike the shutter and make a 

nuclear reaction which can produce a count. This will be a small effect, since 

such a nuclear reaction will have a yield of about 10-5, and the resulting par-

ticles 'rill be counted with low efficiency by the counters. 2. Any neutrons 

which enter the chamber co-linearly vrith the incident proton beam could produce 

n-p scattering in the H2 gas, ·which would be recorded as p-p scattering since the 

shutter would cut out the scattered protons during background runs. In all coun-

ters, except the 77.6° one (all angles are expressed in the center of mass system), 

protons would not have sufficient energy to penetrate the absorbers placed in the 

counter windows unless they 'were scattered from neutrons of at leas~ 22 Mev enerr;y. 

The corresponding minimum neutron energy at the 77.6° counter is 18 Mev. We have 

shown in another experiment that the yield of high energy neutrons by· 32 Mev proton 

bombardment on copper or lead is less than lo-6 using the carbon (ns2n) reaction 

as the detector. This reaction has a neutron threshold of 20 Mev. The most likely 

place for these neutrons to be produced is at collimator C, m1d~ allowing that 100 
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times as much beam. is stopped at this collimator as is transmitted..., and that the 
' ' 

neuh.~ons generated spread out li.rith a full' ~rigle at 1/2 intensity of 10o; the 

neutron intensity inside the defining cylinders is less than 1o=6 of the incident 

proton beamo ' Since n-p and p~p scattering cross sections are comparable in magni

tude; n..:p· scattered protons "Will be less than 10=6 of the p·~p scattered ones. The 

above is consequently a negligible source of error. 

Evaluation of Protons Scattered from Slits, Gas Contaminationa Etc. 

Reference to Fig. 2 will show'that.it is impossible for a primary proton to 

SCatter from the nylon foil. Or any Of the metal apertureS and get intO a'COUnterD 

.Without scattering once more in the process from another bodyo The probability 

ol' such an event is' rather- complicated to calculate 0 so we relied on experiments 

in which we looked for residual scattering counts' when the chamber was highly 

evacuatedo No effect was observable above background. Thus this sour.oe of error 

would be less than 1 percent at 'all angles. 

A possible event not covered by the above experiment would be that protons~ 

··scattered frora. ·hydrogen gas near the entrance foil at small angles~ would strike 

the defining cylinders and thence bounce into a counter~ 

To test this.., it was necessary to have hydrogen atoms in the collimat~_ng 

tube to illuminate the edges of the defining cylinders with scattered protons 9 

but it i'J"as also necessary to have no hydrogen in the scattering region fro.."TT which 

11honest 11 scattered protons could reach the counterso This· wa~ arranged by, placing 

an extra nylon foil 5 mils thick in the collimating tube at the plane of colli

~ator E (Fig;· 2). This foil is calculated to produce .Rutherford 'scattering equi

valent to filling the coilimating tube "With 100 atmospheres of H2 gaso Residual 

scattering was now looked for with the chamber evacuated.., but· none was observed. 

One atmosphere of H2 gas normally present in the collimatqr will produce less 

than a 0.1 percent error in the 27o3° counter, due to this event. 
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To determine tha tolerance on gas impurities for this experiment, the 

scattering of 32 Eev protons in air vro.s mEiJasured 9 using the same apparatus .. 

From this we concluded that our hydrogen should contain less than 0 .. 01 percent 

of nitrogen or oxygen in order to reduce the resultant scattering to 0.1 percent 

of the p-p scattering.. To determine the rate of evolution of conta~inating gases 

from the chamber walls 9 the chamber was evacuated before each run, and the rate of 

increase of pressure measured on the chamber with the (cold) palladium tube con

nected.. This rate never exceeded lo-5 atmospheres per hour, which~ combined >nth 

the hydrogen flushing period of 1 1/2 hours 9 gives a maximum impurity content of 

OoOOl percent for the gas in the main chamber.. Thus the feature of introducing 

the pure hydrogen gas into the scattering region of the chamber is not absolutely 

necessary9 but it does provide an experimental check on the contamination of th~ 

main chamber, as follows: 

At the end of a series of runs, a run was made ih which the supply of pure 

hydrogen was· cut off 11 so that any contamination in the main cha..."!lber would diffuse 

into the scattering region.. The measured cross section was the same, to within 

its probable error of 2 percent, as in the runs in which the gas was flowingo The 

palladium t~b~ was tested for perforation before and after each series of runs. 

In vie~v of the measured low rate of evolution of con7;aminating gases, and the 

continuous renewal of hydrogen in the scattering region, we consider the scattering 

due to gas contamination to be negligible .. 

It is possible for hydrogen~scattered protons to strike the radial and 

conical supporting struts in the.chamber and thence scatter into the counters,. 

The corrections for these scattered protons have been calculated on the basis 

of Williams' equation,C 22 ) and were estimated to be less than 0 .. 1 percent at all 

angles .. 
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Determination of Geometrical Factors ·J.::I.L 
I ~ \ 

The basic differeritial equation defining scatterihg y:l'el'ds, (·ratio of scattered 

to incident protons) is 

.dY =(dd~ N dt dSL 
dn.l . 

· c .rn. 

·where dY is the yield of protons scattered into the solid angle d..(L . from a path 
• . • ·, ! •· •• 

length dt of incident beamo N is the number of scattering nuclei per unit volume. 

Reference to Figo 2 shows that scattering o~~urs over. s~~h· ~'!1 ~~t-~nded ~egion 
' . -~ ·. .. 

in this apparatus that the solid angle subtended by a given counter will vary con-

siderably over the scattering region, and hence many 'or the usual 'iimplifying 

_assumptions made in other scattering experiments are not justified he~e. The 

above equation was integrated over the solid angle d J1. c. . and along the scat-
oma 

tering length dt. The geometry was evaluated in terms of a facto:? d~·i ciefined as, 

~ = J dfi dt 
0'; 

Then~ 

:· '. 

dc:J\ . 
The assu~ption is made that (dnl . is a linear function of the scattering 

. c .,n. 
'' 

angle g within the range of g accepted by a given counter 0 for lack of previous · 

knowledge of the real shape of the curve. The errors introduced by this assunwtion 

are calculated to be less than 1/2 percents if one accepts the theoretical curve 

for 5s :::: 49° .21. 6 1 in Fig. 9, as the true one. Table II :l.ndlcates the angular 
.. 

interval cover~d by each of. the counters, ranging from 10.6° for the 27.3° counter 

(all angles are in cen~er of mass system) to l9o4° for the 89.7° counter. The 
. . . . 

entire angular interval does not have the ssme weight of course» since relatively 
.. ,;,,; 

fewer protons of extreme angles can get in. The weighting functions for protons 
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of various angles getting into a given counter are roughly symme~rical t~apezoids 

as sho•m in Fig. 8. 

For purposes of plotting the datag the effective angle of each counter is 

taken as half-way between the two extrei?-e angles which the counter flsees." 

The G factors were evaluated by two independent methods~ first by graphical 

integration from an accurate full-scale dravling» and then by an analytic methOd. 

We >tish to acknowledge the material assistance of Mr. F. Fillmore in developing 

the latter approach. The hvo methods agreed at all angle~ to better than 1/2 

percent. A number of small corrections to the above are necessary, due to sirnpli-

fying assumptions made in the calculations. The value of these vrill be given for 

0 
a typical counter~ the 64.7 one~ 

1. -1.5 percent 1 due to scattered protons penetrating the corners of the defining 

cylinders (copper). It is assumed that the protons are not scattered in the copper, 

since roughly as many will scatter into a given counter as get scattered out. All 

protons are assumed to reach the counters if the thickness of copper they must 

penetrate leaves them enough energy to penetrate the aluminum absorber at the 

counter.window. This energy threshold of the counters greatly reduces the effect 

of penetration of the copper. 

2. +0 .• 16 percent, due to "tunnel effect" of the par!:...llel sides of the apertures 

of the counter 1tindows. 

3. A correction for finite vlidth of the incident beam was necessary for the 

small angle counters~ amounting to -0.35 percent at 27.3° o, The original calcu-

lations assumed the beam to be a line source. 

4. It was discovered that certain dimensions of the chamber were warped when it 

was assembled, since it was necessary to draw the peripheral ring of bolts tight 

to make the major vacuum seals. Hence it was necessary to measure all the essen-

tial dimensions while it was assembled. This was done by means of. various gauges 

' 
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inserted through the access port. The radius of the counter windows from the 

center of the chamber was measured at six poin't's for each .cotmter ;. and the width 

of each counter aperture was measured at 18 points. The angular position of each 

counter aperture relative to the center of the chamber was measured by balipers 

and calculated by trigonometry. The aperture be~reen the defining cylinders was 

measured~ as well as their diameters and their position relative to the center of 

the ch8..:inber. Corrections were derived from theso data for each counter 3 amounting 

to +2.4 percent for the 64.7° counter. It is believed that the result of these 

·. , I .. 

measurements is good to +0.2 percent. 

The corrected G factors are listed in Table I. 

Procedure 

The aligr.ment of collimators &"ld the scattering chamber ;·ms accomplished as 

follows: 

'l'he position of the beam at the exit of the linear accelerator is d0ten;1ined 

by observing fluorescence cause by the incident protons. A limi,ting aperture A is 

then inse1·tedp aJ."ld the position of the deflected beam is observed in the region of 

'the exit to the analyzing magnet chamber. .A second lini ting aperture D is inserted 

at this point and the position of the beam is obser-ITed in the region of the scat-

tering chamber. Aperture C is then installed, and t::1e axis of the deflected beam 

is determined by apertures B and c. Cross-hairs are installed in apertures B, C, 

and D0 the angle~defining cylinders and the main supporting hub. Aperture D ~ the 

angle-defininr; cylinder 3 and the hub are first adjusted UI).til coaxiaL The entire 

scatterin(; cha'llber is su~ported on three adjustable screws for vertical deflection. 

The front and back can be moved independently in a horizontal direction by :means 

of adjusting screTvs and sliding planes. 

With the aid of the cross-hairs and a transit--type catheto;:J.eter, the apparatus 

was aligned with the axis of the beam to better than +0. 010 in. The general 
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alignment is checked by illuminating a photographic plate with the proton beam ~~ 

in the region of the charge integrator. 

The foils were then installed in aperture D, and the chamber was filled with 

hydrogen (see above)o The correct amplification for each counter must be deter-

mined so that all of the protons are counted but as few background counts as pas-

sible. Since the background was due to photoelectrons and to knock-on collisions 

of neutrons with the walls and gas of the counters, a nearly continuous spectru.."ll 

of background pulse heights was present. Increasing the gas multiplication of 

the counter increases the background at a very rapid rate. The technique used for 

setting the gas multiplication was as follows: l) The counter apparatus vras al-

lowed to come to equilibrium by operating for an hour. 2) A pulsed signal gene-

rator was connected to the discriminator input of all 12 channelsg and the dis-

criminators were adjusted to operate at the same predetermined pulse heights. 

3) Tho gain was measured and adjusted so that all amplifiers had nearly the saine 

gain. 4) A high voltage from a single source was applied to the tungsten wires 

of each of the proportional counters. A phosphorous32 source of beta-rays was 

then placed in turn at each of the .001 in. dural windows in the counter (see 

Fig. 2). The potentiometers supplying the potentials for each wire were then 

adjust'ed to give approximately the same counting rate in each counter. 
~ 

This procedure greatly facilitated the adjustment of the many counters. To 

make a scattering run~ the above procedure was followed; the chamber was filled 

with hydrogen to one atmosphere; a measurement was made of the beam energy; the 

accelerator was adjusted to give a maximum be~~ through the analyzer into the 
. 

charge integrator ~~d its magnitude was then adjusted to give a satisfactory 

counting rate into the counters. 

Before a run the shutter was opened~ and the gas multiplication adjusted 

to the maximum value Yri thout overload., Ne:A.'""t ~ the incident proton beai'll was 
• 
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intercepted by a nflip gate; 11 the counters were turned off; tl1e charge collector 

cup was grounded; and the initial readings of the mechanical .registers· recorded. 

To start a run, the charge collector cup was ungrounded; the counters v<ere turned 

on; the "flip gate" was opened; and the run continued until a predetermined charge 

was collected on the cup. The time of the run, the pressure and temperature of 

the scattering hydrogen» and a total of 15 independent register readings were re

corded (4 small sngles, 3 large angle split counters, 3 coincidences 1 accidental 

coincidence, and the background monitor). 

The background run is then made by closing the shutter and repeating.the 

·above procedureo After the s~~e amount of charge is collected 9 the counter readings 

were recordedo The background monitor counter readings were compared with the pro

ton run 9 m1d a correction was made to the singles background for each counter by a 

factor equal to the ratio of the two background counts. Table I lists the dif

:rerence betw·ee:h the proton run and the· corrected backgro~d run!) corrected to 

0°d and 760 nun Hg, and for counter resolvinr; time. (Loss than 2 percent corr~ction.) 

These average data weighted according to total collected charge are then multi:... 

plied by a geometrical factor G., listed below., which includes the geometrical 

values required for conversion to the·differential scattering cross section in 

the center of mass syster:1. These conversion factors are listed in rov• 29 and 

the average converted values are listed in row 30 of Table Io 

To determine the plateau for coUJ.'1ting all of the scattered protons, runs 

are made in turn by reducing the gas multiplication of each counter until counts 

are missedo The knee of the plateau is thus determined and scattering data 

(marked *) are then taken for values of gas multiplication well up on the plateau 

of the counters. 

The data from which the plateau is determined; and the percent background 

are tabulated in Table I. TI1e pressure of the argon-carbon dioxide counting 
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gas mixture was reduced for row 10 and succeeding runs., Thus the plateau occurred 

at a lower counter potential. 

Results 

Table I lis~s the number of proton counts, corrected for x-ray and neutron 

backgroundp and resolving time of the counters, and normalized for a collected 

charge of 317 x lo-12 coulombs. The column Q gives the actual collected charge 

for each run and is used as the weighting factor in computing averages. 

The plateau for the proportional counters was determined by the method described 

under Procedure above. Rows 1 to 8 give typical data for determining a plateau. 

The power supply potential is listed for convenience. 1~e actual ~vire potential 

was derived from a potentiometer connected to this supply and vms approximately 

60 percent of the recorded values. 

The slope of the plateau was determined first for the sum of all the counters 

by comparing the proton counts as a function of the counter potential. It vms 

observed that statistically the plateau happened to decrease 1.6 percent for a 

100 volt increase in vrire potential. All data used in computing averages were 

well up on the plateau~ and a reasonable maximum error of +1 percent -0 percent 

is.arbitrarily selected because of uncertainty in the plateau., 

The large angle counters are split into top and tottom sections. The 89.7°T 

and 89.,7°B counters are observed to agree within statistics. The 77 .. 6°T an~ 77.6°B 

counters differ by 4.6 percent which is approximately twice the assigned relative 

probable error. All the counters were disassembled and inspected, but no reason 

for the asymmetry could be detected. The differential cross section is thus 

calculated using the mean value of counts in the 77.6° counters. 

The average background counts are listed in colunn 12.. It is observed that 

the background is a rapidly changing function of the counter potential. 

The mean values of proton counts weighted according to collected incident 

•.. 
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proton charge are tabulated in row 27. Row 28 is a tabulation of the percent 

r ~m~ so deviation of the· mean r'esul t 1
• 'This is· computed by< d.i vi ding the . root 

mean square deviation of the result of each series by the sqJ..lare root of the 

number of series of runs. The geometrical conversion factors are listed in row 

29.., and the absolute values of the differential cross section in the center of 

mass system are· listed in row 30D expressed in milli barns (lo-27 cm2) per steradian. 

The assigned probable errors for 90° in the center of mass system are as 

followsg 

a) collected charge ~ 1/2 percent 

b) mean energy ~ 1 percent 

c) measurement of temperature and pressure + 1/3 percent 

d) slope of plateau (maximum) + 1 percent, - 0 

e) (percent r.moso deviation of counts) .:!:. 1/2 percent 

f) calculated geometry .:!:. 3/4 percent. 

The root mean square value of these probable errors is +1.,8 percent~ -1.5 

·percent. 

The arrows along the ordinate axis of the differential cross section plot 

Fig. 9 are the assigned probable error of the absolute cross section at 90°. 

The probable errors for the differential cross :::ections are the r .m. s • 

values of d).., e).., and f) above and are indicated in Table I. Note.that e) is 

different at each angle. 

The experiment was planned to provide two separate checks on the syrunetry of 

scattering about 90° (center of mass):> one from the singles data and one from 

coincidence. Singles data from the 102° counter could not be u~ed 0 however" 

because the aluTiinum window could not be made quite thin enough to admit protons 

of ma:ximu1n angle (and hence minimum energy) which the counter could "see.," The 

coincidence g.eometry a.dmi ts only protons of energy high enough to get into both 
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the 78° and the 102° counters, and hence a check is provided. The close agree- ·-

ment between the 77.6° singles data and the 78°-102° coincidence data indicates 

that the measured cross section at 102° is probably not smaller than that at 78° 

by more than 1 percent. The coincidence data are also given in Table I. 

The results indicated by Fig. 9 are different from the results expected:> 

assuming the usual static potential theory. TI'1e theoretical curve for an S-wave 

phase shift of 0 = 49° 21.6 1 is included in Fig. 9. Also~ the theoretical s 

curve assuming a Yukavm potential well adjusted to fit the low energy data and 

having Ss = 51° 9.2' plus a. c5D = 1° 20.4 1 , is plotted in Fig. 9. A comparison 

with the data using the photographic emulsion detectors is given by Fig. 10. 

The analysis of these data" given in a. paper by Christia..."YJ. and Hoyes (UCRL 554), 

shows that the shape of the differential cross section curve is compatible with 

a pl're S-wave. 

Christian and Noyes show that, if one compares the proton-proton scattering at 

32 Mev with the neutron-proton scattering data obtained \ri th 40 lJev incident 

neutrons, one must conclude that the hypothesis of the charge independence of 

nuclear forces is not valid. Furthermore the absence of a repulsive force in the 

P state coupled with the fact that in the case of the n-p interaction the repulsive 

forces are weak makes it difficult to understand the saturation of nuclear forces. 
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TABlE I 

Geometrical Scattering Length ~ 5.38 em. 
Normalized for Collected Charge '=' 317.1 x 10=12 coulombs 
Mean energy :::: 31.8 ±: 0.3 Mev 
89.7° T and B refers to top half' and bottom halves of a given counter 
All counts x 4 

·Singles Mean Angl_~-~$....- .. 9-~n_t_~_r:._gf_ .M~ ~-s 

• 
" 

Coincidence Angles 
(center of mass) 

. Rowr-·natea-- I ~~~~~~t~~--r9-~7<5'T' 89. ?
0
B i 77 .6°T I 77 .6°B i 61;:?

0
--52. 5° 1-39.8° 112?.3° B:~~ xl~=l21 =~g~ I=~~~ 

Volts 'I . j
1 grnd. coul= 

1- , . % omb s ·-·-

1 
2 
3 
4 i 

5 
6 

7=15=49 i 3200-l~ 590 I 623 656 582 I 10721 = I 
3200* 623 5f5) 596 594 '! 1061 929 ' 

i 3100-1~ 625 625 639 6oo 10'!'1 I = 
! 3100* 590 612 616 617 1085 

3000 623 599 656 : 596 1088 

I 21 
i 28 

11 
13 
10 

316 
316 
316 . 

I 
316 

136 ~ 
132 138 
140 134 
138 139 
127 128 
134 137 

7 
8 

: I 
c929) 1

1 

: 3000 585 59? I 606 561 1125 

3ooo 61s 612 
1

. 6Js ' 61o 1084 
2soo 1 612 604 6o7 516 I 1o16 

728 492 
706 494 
720 480 
690 494 
641 1459 
668 1447 
677 1474 
616 1416 
'711 490 
705 i497 
713 1485 

5 
5 
2 

316 
I 316 
I 316 
I 316 

138 136 'I ~ 
128 124 1 t 

. 9 I 

1

10 
11 

I 12 
113 

14 
15 
16 
1? 
18 
19 

120 
'21 

22 
23 
24 

i 25 

1
26 
27 

1

28 
. 29 
130 
! 31 
i 

' 

Av.values : 60? 611 627 598 1074 
7=22=49 ! 3100* . 655 630 642 602 1068 

1 3ooo* : 613 623 62o 585 1039 
'I 3000* 614 64 7 II 624 601 1110 

Avovalues 628 633 629 596 J 1072 
8=29=49! 2700* 574 594 I 613 584 

2?00* 627 631 627 586 
27oo* 599 I 622 627 599 

Avo values 600 
1 

616 I 622 590 
9= 1 =4 9 I 2900* 607 I 60? 600 598 

2800* 611 623 655 610 

9=8=49 

2800* 657 625 629 i 608 
2800* 596 595 583 603 
2800{< 582 606 643 589 
Avo 611 611 622 602 
2800-1< 603 626 643 603 
2800* 595 605 611 606 
Av. 599 615 627 605 

Wtd.mean 610.1 616.9 625o2 597.5 
RMS Devo 1±.77 ±.59 ±o22 ±o38 
Clnoretar G 1.672 1.683 
Abso(do-}Jnk.n 14.30 l4o39 
Irob.elTP!' ±1.1% ± 1.0% 
(differ-__ ... ~_ .. ' 

1055 
1091 
1145 
1059 
ll06 
1091 
1151 
1114 
1132 
1085 
±Ll 

1.853 
14.05 
:tl.4% 

97? : 
948 
971 
965 
925 
940 
938 I 
934 i 

= I 

963 
9h7 
955 
943 
.1o78 

2.128 
lh.02 
±1.2% 

I 

715 506 
711 496 
707 4'10 
729 502 
743 515 
726 496 
674 486 
742 514 
706 506 
?10 485 
'12:1 ·4'70 

.. 712 492 
?45 512 
690 512 
71? 512 
715 494.9 
±o36 ±o ?0 . 

2.656 3.795 
13.27 13.13 
±1.1 ±1.2 

I
! L264 

54 318 
25 I 318 
34 318 

24 
19 
33 

25 
25 
20 
26 
21 

35 
35 

954 
31?. 
317 
317 

; 951 ; 
211 
211 
211 
211 . 
211 .. 

1055 
211 
211 
422 

1J6o5~1J? 
15'1 .141 
140 141 
136 135 
144 139 
139 141 
153 138 
153 142 
148 140 
141 1139 
153 ,142 
144 1138 
126 1'35 
131 147 
139 1140 
139 139 
129 1)8 
134 139 
J.40o7138o9 
tl.6 ±.35 

14.45 14.58 
14o21 14o15 
±1.8% ±1.1% 

c: 
0 

P1 
II'> 
OJ 
N 
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TABLE II 

(LABORATORY SYSTENI) Total Aluminum Residual Range of 

Q Q 
Absorber mgfcm2 31 Mev Incid~nt 

max min Proton mg/cm Al 

16.310 11.000 867 183 

23.05° 16.76° 709 116 

29.71° 22.51° 530 230 

.36.36° 28o49° 351 229 

43.24° 34.39° 179 221 

49.67.0 40.00° 179 81 

56.38° 46.00° 179 
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Figure Captions 

lo General Arrangement of Apparatus. 

2. Proton-Proton Scattering Chamber • 

. 3. Scattering Chamber - Looking through Counter Apertures • 

UCRL 482 

. 4. Proportional Counters with Absorbers on the 4 Smallest A..."lgles • 

. s •. Mechanical Layout of Charge Integrator. 

G. Electrical Circuit of Charge Integrator. 

7. Circular Apertures. 

8. Weighting Factors of Various Counters. 

9o Proton-Proton Scattering at 31.8 + 0.3 :r\:ev. 

10. Differential Cross Section. 
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